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LIE–RINEHART AND HOCHSCHILD COHOMOLOGY FOR
ALGEBRAS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
FRANCISCO KORDON AND THIERRY LAMBRE
Abstract. Let (S, L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra such that L is S-projective and let
U be its universal enveloping algebra. In this paper we present a spectral sequence
which converges to the Hochschild cohomology of U with values on a U -bimodule M
and whose second page involves the Lie–Rinehart cohomology of the algebra and the
Hochschild cohomology of S with values on M . After giving a convenient description
of the involved algebraic structures we use the spectral sequence to compute explicitly
the Hochschild cohomology of the algebra of differential operators tangent to a central
arrangement of three lines.
Introduction
The goal of this article is to apply homological algebra techniques for Lie–Rinehart
algebras to a problem of algebras of differential operators. We begin by describing a
spectral sequence that converges to the Hochschild cohomology of the enveloping algebra
of a Lie–Rinehart algebra. After that, we focus on the algebra of differential operators
DiffA associated to a central arrangement A of three lines. This is a graded associative
algebra that is at the same time the enveloping algebra of a Lie–Rinehart algebra: an
explicit calculation with the spectral sequence allows us to compute the Hilbert series
of its Hochschild cohomology. We conclude by giving two other examples of algebras in
which the spectral sequence proves useful.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let A be a central hyperplane arrangement
in a finite dimensional k-vector space V . Let S be the algebra of coordinates on V and
let Q ∈ S be a defining polynomial for A. The arrangement A is free if the Lie algebra
DerA = {θ ∈ DerS : θ(Q) ∈ QS} of derivations of S tangent to A is a free S-module.
It is not known what makes an arrangement free, but this condition is nevertheless
satisfied in many important examples; for instance, it is a theorem by H.Terao in [18]
that reflection arrangements over C are free. We refer to P.Orlik and H.Terao’s book [15]
for a general reference of hyperplane arrangements.
The algebra DiffA of differential operators tangent to an arrangement A, first consid-
ered by F. J.Calderón-Moreno in [5], is the algebra of differential operators on S which
preserve the ideal QS of S and all its powers. We are interested in the Hochschild
cohomology of DiffA when A is free.
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The first and simplest example of a free arrangement is that of a central line arrange-
ment, that is, when V = k2. Let l be the number of lines of such an arrangement: for
l ≥ 5, the Hochschild cohomology of DiffA has been obtained as a Gerstenhaber algebra
by the first author and M. Suárez-Álvarez in [9] starting from a projective resolution of
DiffA as a bimodule over itself by means of explicit calculations that exploit a graded
algebra structure on DiffA, but the calculations performed in this situation seem impossi-
ble to emulate when l = 3 or l = 4. In this paper we are able to extend, in Corollaries 5.9
and 5.10, some of these results to the most complicated case, which is when l = 3:
Theorem A. Let A be a central arrangement of three lines. The Hilbert series of
HH•(DiffA) is hHH•(DiffA)(t) = 1+3t+6t2+4t3. The first cohomology space HH1(DiffA)
is an abelian Lie algebra of dimension three.
It is to prove Theorem A that Lie–Rinehart algebras come to into play: the pair
(S,DerA) is a Lie-Rinehart algebra. Recall that a Lie–Rinehart algebra (S,L) consists
of a commutative algebra S and a Lie algebra L with an S-module structure that acts
on S by derivations and which satisfies certain compatibility conditions analogous to
those satisfied by the pair (S,DerS). The universal enveloping algebra U of a Lie–
Rinehart algebra (S,L) and the Lie–Rinehart cohomology H•S(L,N) = Ext
•
U (S,N) are
an associative algebra and a cohomology theory that generalize the usual enveloping
algebra and the Lie algebra cohomology of the Lie algebra L by taking into account
its interaction with S —see the original paper [16] by G.Rinehart or the more modern
exposition [8] by J. Huebschmann.
If A is free, as remarked by L.Narváez Macarro in [12, Theorem 1.3.1], the enveloping
algebra of (S,DerA) is isomorphic to DiffA. To compute the Hochschild cohomology
in Theorem A above we employ a strategy that gives rise to a general method to approach
this kind of computations: we construct, in Corollary 3.3, a spectral sequence converg-
ing to the Hochschild cohomology H•(U,M) of the enveloping algebra U with values on
an U -bimodule M . For this sequence we need an U -module structure on H•(S,M), the
Hochschild cohomology of S with values on M . This U -module structure is constructed
using an injective resolution of M by U -bimodules and we see in Theorem 2.8 that it can
be computed explicitly from a projective resolution of S by S-bimodules. Moreover, the
action of each α ∈ L onH•(S,M), computed using projectives, by the endomorphism∇•α
given in Remark 2.5 turns out suitable for computations.
Theorem B. Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart pair such that L is an S-projective module
and let M be an U -bimodule. There exist a U -module structure on H•(S,M) and a
first-quadrant spectral sequence E• converging to H
•(U,M) with second page
Ep,q2 = H
p
S(L,H
q(S,M)).
We give two other applications of Theorem B. First, in Subsection 6.1 we compute
the Hochschild cohomology of a family of subalgebras of the Weyl algebra over a field
of characteristic zero, that is, the algebras Ah generated by elements x and y satisfying
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the relation yx − xy = h for a given h ∈ k[x]. These algebras have been studied by G.
Benkart, S. Lopes and M.Ondrus in the series of articles that start with [2] for a field of
arbitrary characteristic and, more recently, S. Lopes and A. Solotar in [11] have described
their Hochschild cohomology, with special emphasis on the Lie module structure of the
second cohomology space over the first one, also in arbitrary characteristic. Some of
the expressions we provide were nevertheless not found before and might be of interest.
Second, in Subsection 6.2 we recover in a more direct and clear way a result by the
second author and P. Le Meur in [10] that states that the enveloping algebra U of a Lie–
Rinehart algebra (S,L) has Van den Bergh duality in dimension n+ d if S has Van den
Bergh duality in dimension n and L is finitely generated and projective with constant
rank d.
Let us outline the organization of this article. In Section 1 we recall the definition of
Lie–Rinehart pairs, their universal enveloping algebras and their cohomology theory. In
Sections 2 and 3 we describe the module structure on H•(S,M) and present the spectral
sequence. After proving some useful lemmas regarding eulerian modules in Section 4
we devote Section 5 to the computation of the Hochschild cohomology of the algebra of
differential operators of a central arrangement of three lines. Finally, in Section 6 we
provide the two other applications described above.
We will denote the tensor product over the base field k simply by ⊗ or, sometimes,
by |. Unless it is otherwise specified, all vector spaces and algebras will be over k. Given
an associative algebra A, the enveloping algebra Ae is the vector space A⊗ A endowed
with the product · defined by a1 ⊗ a2 · b1 ⊗ b2 = a1b1 ⊗ b2a2, so that the category of
Ae-modules is equivalent to that of A-bimodules. The Hochschild cohomology of A with
values on an Ae-module M is defined as Ext•Ae(A,M) and will be denoted by H
•(A,M)
or, if M = A, by HH•(A). The book [22] by C. Weibel may serve as general reference
on this subject.
The first author heartfully thanks his PhD advisor M. Suárez-Álvarez for his col-
laboration, fruitful suggestions and overall help. We thank the Université Clermont
Auvergne for hosting the first author in a postdoctoral position at the Laboratoire
de Mathématiques Blaise Pascal during the year 2019-2020. Part of this work was
done during the time the first author was supported by a full doctoral grant by CON-
ICET and by the projects PIP-CONICET 12-20150100483, PICT 2015-0366 and UBA-
CyT 20020170100613BA.
1. Lie–Rinehart algebras
We begin by recalling some basic facts about Lie-Rinehart algebras available in [16]
and in [8]. Until Section 3 we assume k to be a field of arbitrary characteristic.
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Definition 1.1. Let S and (L, [−,−]) be a commutative and a Lie algebra endowed
with a morphism of Lie algebras L → Derk(S) that we write α 7→ αS and a left S-
module structure on L which we simply denote by juxtaposition. The pair (S,L) is a
Lie–Rinehart algebra if the equalities
(sα)S(t) = sαS(t), [α, sβ] = s[α, β] + αS(s)β
hold whenever s, t ∈ S and α, β ∈ L.
Definition 1.2. Let (S,L) be a Lie-Rinehart algebra. A Lie–Rinehart module —or
(S,L)-module— is a vector space M that is at the same time an S-module and an L-Lie
module in such a way that
(sα) ·m = s · (α ·m), α · (s ·m) = (sα) ·m+ αS(s) ·m (1)
for s ∈ S, α ∈ L and m ∈M .
Theorem 1.3. Let (S,L) be a Lie-Rinehart algebra.
(i) There exists an associative algebra U = U(S,L), the universal enveloping algebra
of (S,L), endowed with a morphism of algebras i : S → U and a morphism of
Lie algebras j : L→ U that satisfies, for s ∈ S and α ∈ L,
i(s)j(α) = j(sα), j(α)i(s) − i(s)j(α) = i(αS(s)) (2)
and universal with these properties.
(ii) The category of U -modules is isomorphic to that of (S,L)-modules.
Example 1.4. The obvious actions of S and L make of S an U -module. If g is a Lie
algebra then (k, g) is a Lie–Rinehart algebra whose enveloping algebra is simply the
usual enveloping algebra of g. If S = k[x1, . . . , xn] then the full Lie algebra of derivations
L = Derk S is a Lie–Rinehart algebra and its enveloping algebra is isomorphic to the
algebra of differential operators Diff(S) = An, the nth Weyl algebra.
Definition 1.5. Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra with enveloping algebra U and let
N be an U -module. The Lie–Rinehart cohomology of (S,L) with values on N is
H•S(L,N) := Ext
•
U (S,N).
In many important situations, some of which will be illustrated in the examples below,
L is a projective S-module, and in this case there is a well-known complex that computes
the Lie–Rinehart cohomology.
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that L is S-projective and let Λ•SL denote the exterior al-
gebra of L over S. The complex HomS(Λ•SL,N) with Chevalley–Eilenberg differentials
computes H•S(L,N).
Example 1.7. For the Lie–Rinehart algebra (k, g) with g a Lie algebra, N is simply a
g-Lie module and the complex Homk(Λ•kL,N) is the standard complex that computes
the Lie algebra cohomology H•(g, N).
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Given a finite dimensional manifold M , we obtain a Lie–Rinehart algebra setting
S = C∞(M), the algebra of smooth functions, and L = X(M), the Lie algebra of
vector fields on M . The enveloping algebra of this pair is isomorphic to the algebra of
globally defined differential operators on the manifold —see [8, §1]. We can find in J.
Nestruev’s [13, Proposition 11.32] that L is finitely generated and projective over S; as
the complex HomS(Λ•SL,S) is the de Rham complex Ω
•(M) of differential forms, the
cohomology H•S(L,S) coincides with the de Rham cohomology of M .
Example 1.8. A central hyperplane arrangement A in a finite dimensional vector space V
is a finite set {H1, . . . ,Hl} of subspaces of codimension 1. Let λi : V → k be a linear form
with kernel Hi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. We let S be the algebra of polynomial functions
on V , fix a defining polynomial Q = λ1 · · ·λl ∈ S for A and consider the Lie algebra
DerA := {θ ∈ Derk(S) : Q divides θ(Q)}
of derivations tangent to the arrangement. The pair (S,DerA) is a Lie–Rinehart algebra,
as one can readily check.
An arrangement A is free, by definition, if DerA is a free S-module. In that case,
as in [12, Theorem 1.3.1], the enveloping algebra of (S,DerA) is isomorphic to the
algebra of differential operators tangent to the arrangement DiffA, that is, the algebra of
differential operators on S which preserve the ideal QS of S and all its powers. As seen
in [5] or by M. Suárez-Álvarez in [19], it coincides with the associative algebra generated
inside the algebra Endk(S) of linear endomorphisms of the vector space S by DerA and
the set of maps given by left multiplication by elements of S.
For the Lie–Rinehart algebra (S,L) associated to a free hyperplane arrangement A,
the complex HomS(Λ•SL,S) is the complex of logarithmic forms Ω
•(A), and its cohomol-
ogy is isomorphic to the Orlik–Solomon algebra of A —here we refer to J.Wiens and
S.Yuzvinsky’s [23]. When k = C, this algebra is, in turn, isomorphic to the cohomology
of the complement of the arrangement, as proved by P.Orlik and L. Solomon in [14].
2. The U-module structure on H•(S,M)
Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra such that L is a projective S-module. Let U
be its enveloping algebra and M be an U e-module. Since the inclusion of S in U is a
morphism of algebras we can regard M as an Se-module and consider the Hochschild
cohomology of S with values on M , denoted as before by H•(S,M). In this section we
first construct an U -module structure on H•(S,M) from an U e-injective resolution ofM ;
afterwards, we construct S- and L-module structures on H•(S,M) from an Se-projective
resolution of S; finally, we show that these induce an U -module structure that coincides
with the one we have using injectives: this will allow us to compute the latter in practice.
2.1. Using U e-injective modules. The second author and P. Le Meur introduce in
[10, Lemma 3.2.1] the functor
G = HomSe(S,−) : UeMod→ UMod, (3)
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where for an U e-module M the left L-Lie module and left S-module structures on
HomSe(S,M) are defined by the rules
(α · ϕ)(s) = (α⊗ 1) · ϕ(s)− (1⊗ α) · ϕ(s)− ϕ (αS(s)) ,
(t · ϕ)(s) = (t⊗ 1) · ϕ(s)
(4)
for α ∈ L, ϕ ∈ HomSe(S,M) and s, t ∈ S.
Proposition 2.1. Let M be an U e-module and let M → I• be an injective resolution
of M as an U e-module. The cohomology of the complex G(I•) = HomSe(S, I•) is the
Hochschild cohomology H•(S,M).
Proof. Let I be an injective U e-module. The functor HomSe(−, I) is naturally isomor-
phic to HomUe(U e⊗Se −, I), which is the composition of the exact functor HomUe(−, I)
and U e ⊗Se −. Now, the PBW-theorem in [16, §3] ensures that U is a projective S-
module and, using Proposition IX.2.3 of H.Cartan and S.Eilenberg’s [6] , we obtain
that U e is Se-projective. As a consequence of this, the functor U e ⊗Se − is exact and
therefore HomSe(−, I) is exact as well. This implies that M → I• is in fact a resolution
of M by Se-injective modules, so that H•(HomSe(S, I•)) = ExtSe(S,M). 
From Proposition 2.1 and the functoriality of G = HomSe(S,−) we can conclude that
if M → I• is an U e-injective resolution then the U -module structure on HomSe(S, I•)
defined in (4) induces an U -module structure on H•(S,M):
Corollary 2.2. Let M be an U e-module and let M → I• be an U e-injective resolution.
Let j ≥ 0, u ∈ U and denote the class in Hj(S,M) of ϕ ∈ HomSe(S, Ij) by ϕ¯. Defining
u·ϕ¯ to be the class of u·ϕ as defined in (4) we obtain an U -module structure on Hj(S,M).
2.2. Using Se-projective modules. In this subsection we define S- and L-module
structures on H•(S,M) using projectives. To see that these structures are compatible
as in (1) we will show that the are equal to the ones in Subsection 2.1 using injectives
and conclude that they determine an U -module structure.
2.2.1. The S-module structure. We start by letting P• → S be an Se-projective resolu-
tion. For each i ≥ 0 there is a left S-module structure on HomSe(Pi, S) given by
(s · φ)(p) = sφ(p) for s ∈ S, φ ∈ HomSe(Pi, S) and p ∈ Pi. (5)
With this structure the differentials in the complex HomSe(P•, S) become S-linear and
therefore the cohomology of this complex, which is canonically isomorphic to H•(S,M),
inherits an S-module structure. It is straightforward to verify that this structure does
not depend on the choice of the projective resolution.
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2.2.2. δ-liftings. To give an L-Lie module structure on H•(S,M) using projectives we
will use the tools developed by M. Suárez-Álvarez in [20]. Let A be an algebra and
δ : A → A a derivation. Given an A-module V , we say that a linear map f : V → V is
a δ-operator if for every a ∈ A and v ∈ V we have
f(av) = δ(a)v + af(v).
If, moreover, ε : P• → V is an A-projective resolution of V , a δ-lifting of f to P• is
a family of δ-operators f• = (fi : Pi → Pi, i ≥ 0) such that the following diagram
commutes:
· · · P1 P0 V
· · · P1 P0 V
f1 f0 f
The construction in [20, §1] proceeds then as follows. Given an algebra A with a
derivation δ, a δ-operator f : V → V and a projective resolution P• → V , a δ-lifting f•
of f to P• is shown to always exist. This δ-lifting gives rise to an endomorphism f
♯
• of the
complex HomA(P•, V ) defined for i ≥ 0 and ϕ ∈ HomA(Pi, V ) by f
♯
i (ϕ) = f ◦ ϕ− ϕ ◦ fi.
Moreover, f ♯• induces an endomorphism ∇•f of the cohomology Ext
•
A(V, V ) which, conve-
niently, does not depend neither on the choice of the δ-lifting or the projective resolution.
We will now generalize this construction so that we can adapt it to our needs. Let us
first recall two simple but fundamental results in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.3 ([20, §1.4,§1.6]). Let V be a left A-module, let f : V → V be a δ-operator
and let ε : P• → V be a projective resolution.
(i) There exists a δ-lifting f• of f to P•.
(ii) If ε′ : P ′• → V is another projective resolution, f• and f
′
• are δ-liftings of f
to ε and ε′ and h• : P
′
• → P• is an A-linear lifting of idV : V → V then
f•h• − h•f
′
• : P
′
• → P• is an A-linear lifting of the zero map 0 : V → V .
Proposition 2.4. Let V and W be two A-modules, f : V → V and g : W → W two
δ-operators and P• → V an A-projective resolution. Let f• = (fi)i≥0 be a δ-lifting of f
to P• provided by Proposition 2.3.
(i) There is an endomorphism (f•, g) = ((fi, g))i≥0 of the complex of vector spaces
HomA(P•,W ) such that if i ≥ 0 and φ ∈ HomA(Pi,W ) then
(fi, g)(φ) = g ◦ φ− φ ◦ fi. (6)
(ii) The map ∇•(f,g) : Ext
•
A(V,W )→ Ext
•
A(V,W ) induced by (f•, g) in cohomology is
independent of the choice of the projective resolution P• → S and the δ-lifting f•.
Proof. Let i ≥ 0. As both g : W → W and fi : Pi → Pi are δ-operators and φ is
A-linear, the difference (fi, g)(φ) = g ◦ φ− φ ◦ fi is A-linear. That (f•, g) is a morphism
of complexes is an immediate consequence of the fact that so is f•.
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For the second assertion we let ε′ : P ′• → V be another A-projective resolution of V , f
′
•
be another δ-lifting of f to P• and (f ′•, g) be the graded endomorphism of HomA(P
′
•,W )
in (6). We claim that if h : P ′• → P• is a morphism of complexes lifting the identity of
S then the diagram
HomSe(P•,W ) HomSe(P•,W )
HomSe(P
′
•,W ) HomSe(P
′
•,W )
(f•,g)
h∗
•
h∗
•
(f ′
•
,g)
(7)
commutes up to homotopy.
Proposition 2.3 tells us that z• := f•h• − h•f ′• : P
′
• → P• is an A-linear lifting of
0 : V → V and therefore z∗• : HomA(P•,W ) → HomA(P
′
•,W ) is homotopic to zero. To
prove the claim it is then enough to show that
(f ′i , g) ◦ h
∗
i − h
∗
i ◦ (fi, g) = z
∗
i for each i ≥ 0,
so that the zero-homotopic map z∗• is the failure in the commutativity of the diagram (7).
We have, for φ ∈ HomSe(Pi,W ),(
(f ′i , g) ◦ h
∗
i − h
∗
i ◦ (fi, g)
)
(φ) = (f ′i , g)(φ ◦ hi)− h
∗
i ((fi, g)(φ))
= g ◦ (φ ◦ hi)− (φ ◦ hi) ◦ f
′
i − (g ◦ φ) ◦ hi + (φ ◦ fi) ◦ hi
= φ ◦ fi ◦ hi − φ ◦ hi ◦ f
′
i
= (h∗i f
∗
i − f
′∗
i h
∗
i )(φ) = z
∗
i (φ).
This proves the claim, and it follows at once that the endomorphisms that (f•, g) and
(f ′•, g) induce on Ext
•
A(V,W ) are equal. 
2.2.3. The L-Lie module structure. Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra, M be an U e-
module and α ∈ L. To adapt the construction of Subsection 2.2.2 to our situation
we recall that α acts on S by the derivation αS : S → S and consider the following
assertions.
(i) The map αeS = αS ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ αS : S
e → Se is a derivation.
(ii) Viewing S as an Se-module via (s1 ⊗ s2) · t := s1ts2, the derivation αS : S → S
becomes an αeS-operator.
(iii) The map αM : M →M such that αM (m) = (α ⊗ 1) ·m− (1⊗ α) ·m satisfies
αM ((s⊗ t) ·m) = α
e
S(s⊗ t) ·m+ (s⊗ t) · αM (m) for s, t ∈ S and m ∈M,
which is to say that, regarding M as an Se-module, αM is an αeS-operator.
The first two claims can be proved with a straightforward calculation; for the third
one, we let α, s, t and m as before and see that
αM ((s⊗ t) ·m) = ((α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α)(s ⊗ t)) ·m
= (αs ⊗ t− s⊗ tα) ·m = ((α(s) + sα)⊗ t− s⊗ (αt− α(t))) ·m
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= αe(s⊗ t) ·m+ (sα⊗ t− s⊗ αt) ·m = αe(s⊗ t) ·m+ s⊗ t · αM (m)
since αS(s) = sα− αs, as in (2).
We may now specialize Proposition 2.4 to our situation. We take
A = Se, δ = αeS : S
e → Se, V = S,
f = αS : S → S, W = M, g = αM : M →M
and from this we obtain the maps α♯• := (f
♯
•, g) and ∇•α := ∇
•
(f,g). More concretely:
Remark 2.5. Let α ∈ L, M an U e-module and ε : P• → S an Se-projective resolu-
tion. Let α• be an αeS-lifting of αS : S → S to P•, that is, a morphism of complexes
α• = (αq : Pq → Pq)q≥0 such that ε ◦α0 = αS ◦ ε and for each q ≥ 0, s, t ∈ S and p ∈ Pq
αq((s ⊗ t) · p) = (αS(s)⊗ t+ s⊗ αS(t)) · p+ (s ⊗ t) · p.
Denote by α ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ α : M → M the map such that m 7→ (α ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ α) ·m. The
endomorphism α♯• of HomSe(P•,M) is given for each q ≥ 0 by
α♯q(φ) = (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ φ− φ ◦ αq, (8)
and the map ∇•α : H
•(S,M)→ H•(S,M) is the unique graded endomorphism such that
∇qα([φ]) = [α
♯
q(φ)], (9)
where [-] denotes class in cohomology.
Proposition 2.6. Let End (H•(S,M)) be the Lie algebra of linear endomorphisms of
H•(S,M) with Lie structure given by the commutator. The map ∇ : L→ End (H•(S,M))
defined by α 7→ ∇•α is a morphism of Lie algebras.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ L and call γ = [α, β]. Let α•, β• and γ• be αe, βe and γeS-liftings,
respectively. Observe that γ• is not necessarily the commutator of α• and β•. Let α
♯
•,
β♯• and γ
♯
• be the endomorphisms of HomSe(P•,M) defined as in (8) and consider the
endomorphism θ• of HomSe(P•,M) such that if i ≥ 0 and φ ∈ HomSe(Pi,M)
θi(φ) = (γ ⊗ 1− 1⊗ γ) ◦ φ− φ ◦ (αi ◦ βi − βi ◦ αi) .
A straightforward calculation shows that the commutator α• ◦β•−β• ◦α• is a γeS-lifting
of γ and therefore Proposition 2.4 tells us that θ• and γ♯• induce the same endomorphism
on cohomology. We claim that in fact θ• = α♯• ◦ β
♯
• − β
♯
• ◦ α
♯
•. Indeed, for i ≥ 0 and
φ ∈ HomSe(Pi,M)
α♯i(β
♯
i (φ)) = (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ β
♯
i (φ)− β
♯
i (φ) ◦ αi
= (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ ((β ⊗ 1− 1⊗ β) ◦ φ− φ ◦ βi)
− (β ⊗ 1− 1⊗ β) ◦ φ ◦ αi − φ ◦ βi ◦ αi
= (αβ ⊗ 1− α⊗ β − β ⊗ α+ α⊗ β) ◦ φ− (α ⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ φ ◦ αi
− (β ⊗ 1− 1⊗ β) ◦ φ ◦ αi − φ ◦ βi ◦ αi
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These two expressions together with the equality αβ−βα = γ in U allow us to conclude
that α♯i(β
♯
i (φ)) − β
♯
i (α
♯
i(φ)) = θ
i(φ), which proves the claim.
We conclude in this way that
H•(γ♯•) = H
•(θ•) = H•(α♯• ◦ β
♯
• − β
♯
• ◦ α
♯
•)
= H•(α♯•) ◦H
•(β♯•)−H
•(β♯•) ◦H
•(α♯•),
in virtue of the linearity of the functor H. This means that ∇•γ = [∇
•
α,∇
•
β ]. 
Example 2.7. It is easy to describe the endomorphism ∇0α of H
0(S,U) for a given α ∈ L.
Let us choose a resolution P• of S with P0 = Se and augmentation ε : Se → S defined
by ε(s⊗ t) = st. As αeS is a α
e
S-operator and ε◦α
e
S = αS ◦ε, we may choose an α
e
S-lifting
with α0 = αeS . According to the rule (8) we have
α♯0(φ)(1 ⊗ 1) = (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) · φ(1⊗ 1) for all φ ∈ HomSe(P0,M). (10)
Identifying, as usual, each φ ∈ HomSe(Se, U) with φ(1 ⊗ 1) ∈ U , we can view H0(S,U)
as a subspace of U and then (10) tells us that ∇0α(u) = αu− uα for all u ∈ H
0(S,U).
2.3. Comparing the two actions. We now prove that the S- and L-module structures
on H•(S,M) constructed in Subsection 2.2 using projectives are equal to those induced
by the U -module structure in Subsection 2.1 using injectives. As a consequence, this
shows that the actions of S and L using projectives satisfy compatibility relations (1).
Theorem 2.8. Suppose L is S-projective. The S- and L-module structures on H•(S,M)
determined by (4) using U e-injective modules are equal to those given in (5) and (9) using
Se-projective modules.
Proof. We will only prove that the L-module structures coincide —that the S-module
structures are equal too is analogous and simpler. To begin with, we fix an U e-injective
resolution η : M → I•, an Se-projective resolution ε : P• → S and α ∈ L. In (8), we
give endomorphisms of complexes α♯• of HomSe(P•,M) and of HomSe(P•, Ij) for each
j ≥ 0—we denote them the same way— which induce the map ∇•α on their cohomologies
H•(S,M) and H•(S, Ij). We first claim that the map
η∗ : HomSe(P•,M) ∋ φ 7−→ η ◦ φ ∈ HomSe(P•, I
•)
satisfies, for each i ≥ 0 and φ ∈ HomSe(Pi,M),
η∗(α
♯
i(φ)) = α
♯
i(η∗(φ)). (11)
Indeed, since η is a morphism of U e-modules it commutes with 1⊗ α− α⊗ 1 and thus
η∗(α
♯
i(φ)) = η ◦ (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ φ− η ◦ φ ◦ αi
= (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ η ◦ φ− η ◦ φ ◦ αi = α
♯
i(η∗(φ)).
Let us see that, on the other hand, the map
ε∗ : HomSe(S, I
•) ∋ ϕ 7−→ ϕ ◦ ε ∈ HomSe(P•, I
•)
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satisfies that for each ϕ ∈ HomSe(S, I•)
ε∗(α · ϕ) = α♯0(ε
∗(ϕ)). (12)
Since α• is a lifting of αS : S → S to P•, we have that α ◦ ε = ε ◦ α0 and
ε∗(α · ϕ) = (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ ϕ ◦ ε− ϕ ◦ α ◦ ε
= (α⊗ 1− 1⊗ α) ◦ ϕ ◦ ε− ϕ ◦ ε ◦ α0 = α
♯
0(ε
∗(ϕ)).
As the morphisms of complexes ε∗ and η∗ are quasi-isomorphisms, the fact that they are
equivariant with respect to the actions of α —as shown by (11) and (12)— allows us to
conclude that the two actions of L on H•(S,M) coincide. 
3. The spectral sequence
Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra, let U be its enveloping algebra and let M be
an U e-module. In this section we construct a spectral sequence which converges to the
Hochschild cohomology of U with values on M and whose second page involves the Lie–
Rinehart cohomology of (S,L) and the Hochschild cohomology of S with values on M .
Recall that in (3) we considered a functor G : UeMod→ UMod defined on objects as
G(M) = HomSe(S,M). We now consider the functor
F : UMod→ UeMod
F (N) = U ⊗S N
(13)
where we give to U ⊗S N the U e-module structure in [7, (2.4)]. This structure is com-
pletely determined by the rules
(v ⊗ 1) · u⊗S n = vu⊗S n,
(1⊗ α) · u⊗S n = uα⊗S n− u⊗S α · n, (1⊗ s) · u⊗S n = uα⊗S s · n
for u, v ∈ U , n ∈ N and α ∈ L. With the functors G and F at hand, we can state the
very useful Proposition 3.4.1 of [10].
Proposition 3.1. The functor F is left adjoint to G.
Theorem 3.2. Assume L is S-projective and let N and M be a left U -module and an
U e-module. There is a first-quadrant spectral sequence E• converging to Ext
•
Ue(F (N),M)
with second page
Ep,q2 = Ext
p
U (N,H
q(S,M)).
Proof. Let Q• → N be an U -projective resolution of N and let M → I• be an U e-
injective resolution. Consider the double complex
X•,• = HomU (Q•, G(I
•))
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and denote its total complex by Z•. There are two spectral sequences for this double
complex: we will use the first one to compute H•(Z) and the second one will be the one
we are looking for. From the first filtration on Z• with
F˜ q Zp =
⊕
r+s=p
s≥q
Xr,s
we obtain a first spectral sequence converging to H(Z•). Its zeroth page E˜0 is
E˜p,q0 = HomU (Qp, G(I
q))
and its differential comes from the one on Q•. We claim that for each s ≥ 0, the functor
HomU (−, G(I
s)) is exact. Indeed, by the adjunction of Proposition 3.1 it is naturally
isomorphic to HomUe(F (−), Is), which is the composition of the functors F = U ⊗S (−)
and HomUe(−, Is) and these are exact because U is left projective over S and Is is
U e-injective. The first page E˜1 of the spectral sequence is therefore given by
E˜p,q1 =
HomU (N,G(Iq)) ∼= HomUe(F (N), Iq) if p = 0;0 if p 6= 0
and its differential is induced by that of I•. Now, as the complex HomUe(F (N), I•)
computes Ext•Ue(F (N),M) using injectives, we obtain that the second page is
E˜p,q2 =
Ext
q
Ue(F (N),M) if p = 0;
0 if p 6= 0.
This spectral sequence thus degenerates at its the second page, so that we see that H•(Z)
is isomorphic to Ext•Ue(F (N),M).
The second filtration on Z• is given by
F pZq =
⊕
r+s=q
r≥p
Xr,s
and determines a second spectral sequence E• that also converges to H(Z•). Its differ-
ential on E0 is induced by the one on I•; asQp is U -projective for each p ≥ 0, the cohomol-
ogy of HomU (Qp, G(I•)) is given in its qth place precisely by E
p,q
1 = HomU (Qp,H
q(S,M))
—recall that, according to Proposition 2.1, the cohomology of G(I•) is H•(S,M). Since
the differentials in E1 are induced by those of Q•, for each q ≥ 0 the cohomology of the
row E•,q1 is E
p,q
2 = Ext
p
U (N,H
q(S,M)). The spectral sequence E• is therefore the one
we were looking for. 
Specializing Theorem 3.2 to the case in which N = S we obtain the following corollary,
which is in fact the result we are mainly interested in.
Corollary 3.3. If L is S-projective then for each U e-module M there is a first-quadrant
spectral sequence E• converging to H
•(U,M) with second page
Ep,q2 = H
p
S(L,H
q(S,M)).
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The following examples illustrate what happens when we take M = U in the two
extreme situations.
Example 3.4. Suppose first that L = 0. The enveloping algebra U is just S and Λ•SL = S,
so the resolution U⊗Λ•SL of S is simply Q• = U⊗SS. The double complex X
•,• is there-
fore HomS(S,HomSe(S, I•)), which is isomorphic to HomSe(S, I•) and the cohomology
of the complex Z• in the proof is HH•(S), the Hochschild cohomology of S.
Example 3.5. If S = k and L = g is a Lie algebra then H•(S,U) = Ext•ke(k, U) is just U ,
the second page of our spectral sequence is H•(g, U) and we recover from Corollary 3.3
the well-known fact that the Hochschild cohomology of the enveloping algebra of a
Lie algebra equals its Lie cohomology with values on U with the adjoint action, as
in [6, XIII.5.1].
4. Eulerian modules
We assume from now on that k is a field of characteristic zero. In this section we
pay attention to a particular but rather frequent situation in which some calculations to
attain the second page of the spectral sequence in Corollary 3.3 can be significantly
shortened. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn]. The usual graded algebra structure on S, such
that |xi| = 1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, induces a grading on the Lie algebra DerS that makes
each partial derivative ∂i have degree −1. Let L be a Lie subalgebra of DerS that is
also an S-submodule of DerS freely generated by homogeneous derivations α1, . . . , αl,
where α1 = e = x1∂1 + · · · + xn∂n is the eulerian derivation. The pair (S,L) is
a Lie-Rinehart algebra and, since L is free, its enveloping algebra U admits the set
{αn11 . . . α
nl
l : n1, . . . , nl ≥ 0} as an S-module basis of U thanks to the PBW-theorem
in [16, §3]. The graded structures on S and DerS induce on L and on U a graded Lie
algebra and a graded associative algebra structures.
Definition 4.1. A Z-graded left U -module N =
⊕
i∈ZNi is eulerian if the action of e
on N satisfies e · n = in if n ∈ Ni.
4.1. The Lie–Rinehart cohomology HS(L,N). Recall from Proposition 1.6 that the
Lie-Rinehart cohomology of (S,L) with values on an U -module N is the cohomology of
the complex C•S(L,N) = HomS(Λ
•
SL,N) with differentials d
r : CrS(L,N)→ C
r+1
S (L,N)
determined by
(drf)(αi1 ∧ · · · ∧ αir+1) =
r+1∑
j=1
(−1)j+1αij · f(αi1 ∧ · · · ∧ αˇij ∧ · · · ∧ αir+1)
+
∑
1≤j<k≤r+1
(−1)j+kf([αj , αk] ∧ αi1 · · · ∧ αˇij ∧ · · · ∧ αˇik ∧ · · · ∧ αir+1),
with f ∈ HomS(ΛrSL,N) and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir+1 ≤ l and where αˇi means that αi
has been omitted. The gradings on S, L and N induce a grading on each of the vector
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spaces in the complex C•S(L,N) and the differentials are homogeneous with respect with
this grading, so that, if C•S(L,N)i is the subcomplex of C
•
S(L,N) of degree i, there is a
decomposition C•S(L,N) =
⊕
i∈ZC
•
S(L,N)i. The cohomology of C
•
S(L,N) is a graded
complex: we write HpS(L,N) =
⊕
i∈ZH
p
S(L,N)i, with H
p
S(L,N)i = H
p(C•S(L,N)i) for
each p ≥ 0. The next proposition allows us to see that HS(L,N) = HS(L,N)0.
Proposition 4.2. Let N be an eulerian U -module. The inclusion of the component of
degree zero C•S(L,N)0 →֒ C
•
S(L,N) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Let γ• : C•S(L,N)→ C
•
S(L,N) be the linear map whose restriction to each homo-
geneous component of the complex C•S(L,N) is the multiplication by degree. A straight-
forward calculation shows that the homotopy s = (sr : CrS(L,N) → C
r−1
S (L,N))r≥0
given by (srf)(αi1 ∧ · · · ∧ αir) = f(e ∧ αi1 ∧ · · · ∧ αir) satisfies s ◦ d + d ◦ s = γ. We
obtain from this that γ induces the zero map in cohomology and then, as the field
has characteristic zero, each of the cohomologies of the subcomplexes of nonzero degree
are trivial. 
Corollary 4.3. If N is an eulerian U -module then the subspace
⋂
i≥2 ker(αi : N0 → N)
of N0 is isomorphic to H
0
S(L,N).
4.2. The Hochschild cohomology H•(S,M). To compute the Hochschild cohomology
of S we use the Koszul resolution of S available in [22, §4.5].
Lemma 4.4. LetW be the subspace of S with basis (x1, . . . , xn). The complex P• = S
e⊗Λ•W
with differentials b• : P• → P•−1 defined for s, t ∈ S and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir ≤ n by
br(s|t⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xir) =
r∑
j=1
(−1)j+1(sxij |t− s|xij t)⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xˇij ∧ · · · ∧ xir
and augmentation ε : Se → S given by ε(s|t) = st is a resolution of S by free Se-modules.
Here the symbol | denotes the tensor product inside Se and xˇij means that xij is omitted.
If M is an graded U e-module M , the cohomology of the complex HomSe(P•,M) is
H•(S,M). The graded algebra S induces a grading on this complex which is preserved
by the differentials and therefore H•(S,M) inherits a graded structure. We denote by
H•(S,M)i the ith homogeneous component of H•(S,M) for each i ∈ Z.
Proposition 4.5. IfM =
⊕
i∈ZMi is a graded U
e-module such that (e⊗1−1⊗e)·m = im
for all m ∈Mi then for each q ∈ Z the qth Hochschild cohomology space H
q(S,M) is an
eulerian U -module.
Proof. That Hq(S,U)i is a graded U -module for each i can be seen from (4). Follow-
ing Remark 2.5 we denote by eS : S → S the action of e on S and by eeS the derivation
eS ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ eS : S
e → Se. We let, for q ≥ 0, eq : Pq → Pq be the eeS -operator such that
eq(1|1 ⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xiq) = q|1⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xiq (14)
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if 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < iq ≤ n. A small calculation allows us to deduce from (14) that the
collection of maps (eq)q≥0 is a eeS-lifting of eS to P•. Let now φ ∈ HomSe(Pq,M) be an
homogeneous map of degree i and write mi1,...,iq := φ(1|1 ⊗ xi1 ∧ . . . xiq) ∈ Mi+q. Our
hypothesis on M allows us to see that
e♯q(φ)(1|1 ⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xiq)
= (e⊗ 1− 1⊗ e) ·mi1,...,iq − φ ◦ eq(1|1⊗ xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xiq)
= (i+ q)mi1,...,iq − qmi1,...,iq = imi1,...,iq
and therefore ∇qe([φ]) = i[φ]. 
5. The algebra of differential operators tangent to a central
arrangement of three lines
In this section we describe the example that motivated us to construct the spectral
sequence of Corollary 3.3: it is the algebra of differential operators DiffA tangent to a
central arrangement of lines A, whose Hochschild cohomology was studied by the first
author and M. Suárez-Álvarez in [9]. We will regard DiffA as the enveloping algebra of
a Lie–Rinehart algebra and compute the second page Ep,q2 = H
p
S(L,H
q(S,U)) of the
spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3 for a central line arrangement of three lines. After
studying the Lie-Rinehart cohomology in a generic situation, we will compute what
we need of H•(S,U) and the action of U to obtain the second page and, finally, the
Hochschild cohomology HH•(U) in Corollary 5.9.
Let S = k[x, y] and write the defining polynomial of the arrangement Q = xF with
F = y(tx + y), for some t ∈ k. H. Saito’s criterion [17, Theorem 1.8.ii] allows us to see
that the two derivations
E = x∂x + y∂y, D = F∂y
form an S-basis of DerA. In [9] there is a convenient presentation of U = DiffA. It is
generated by the symbols x, y, D and E subject to the relations
[y, x] = 0,
[D,x] = 0, [D, y] = F,
[E, x] = x, [E, y] = y, [E,D] = D,
where the bracket [a, b] between two elements stands for the commutator ab− ba. More-
over, the set {xi1yi2Di3Ei4 : i1, . . . , i4 ≥ 0} is a basis of U as a vector space.
As in Section 4, we view S as a graded algebra, with both x and y of degree 1, and
for each i ≥ 0 we write Si the homogeneous component of S of degree i. This grading
induces one in L := DerA and also on U :
Proposition 5.1. There is a grading on the algebra U with |x| = |y| = |D| = 1 and
|E| = 0. Given i ≥ 0 the ith homogeneous component Ui of U is the right k[E]-module
generated by the set {xrysDt : r + s+ t = i}.
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For convenience, we denote by ψ′ the image of ψ ∈ k[E] under the linear map
k[E]→ k[E] such that En 7→ En − (E + 1)n for every n ≥ 0. Recall that ⊗ or | denote
the tensor product over k and that we may sometimes omit it to alleviate notation.
5.1. The Lie-Rinehart cohomology H•S(L,N). We let VL be the subspace of L with
basis (D,E) and V ∗L be its dual space, and denote the dual basis by (Dˆ, Eˆ). Let N be
an eulerian U -module. The Lie-Rinehart cohomology H•S(L,N) of (S,L) with values
on N is the cohomology of the complex C•S(L,N), which is isomorphic via standard
identifications to the complex N ⊗ Λ•V ∗L given by
N N ⊗ V ∗L N ⊗ Λ
2V ∗L
d0 d1
with differentials
d0(n) = D · n⊗ Dˆ + E · n⊗ Eˆ;
d1(n⊗ Dˆ +m⊗ Eˆ) = (D ·m− E · n+ n)⊗ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ.
Proposition 5.2. Let N =
⊕
i∈ZNi be an eulerian U -module and ∇D : N0 → N1 be
the restriction of the action of D. There are isomorphisms of vector spaces
HpS(L,N)
∼=

ker∇D, if p = 0;
coker∇D ⊗ kDˆ ⊕ ker∇D ⊗ kEˆ, if p = 1;
coker∇D ⊗ kDˆ ∧ Eˆ, if p = 2
and HpS(L,N) = 0 for every other p ∈ Z.
We notice that the cohomology H•S(L,N) depends only on the map N0 → N1 given
by multiplication by D.
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 4.2, we need only compute the cohomology of the sub-
complex of N ⊗ Λ•V ∗L of degree zero. This subcomplex is
N0 N1 ⊗ kDˆ ⊕N0 ⊗ kEˆ N ⊗ kDˆ ∧ Eˆ
d0
0
d1
0
with differentials given by d00(n) = D · n⊗ Dˆ and d
1
0(n⊗ Dˆ +m⊗ Eˆ) = D ·m⊗ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ.
The claim in the proposition follows immediately from the these expressions. 
In Proposition 4.5 we saw that the U -modules H•(S,U) are eulerian and, as a conse-
quence of this, to get H•S(L,H
•(S,U)) we may use the following strategy: to compute
the homogeneous components of degree 0 and 1 of H•(S,U) and then to describe the
map ∇•D : H
•(S,U)0 → H
•(S,U)1 given by the action of D.
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5.2. The Hochschild cohomology H•(S,U). Let W be the subspace of S with basis
(x, y). Applying HomSe(−, U) to the Koszul resolution in Lemma 4.4 and using standard
identifications we obtain the complex
U U ⊗Hom(W,k) U ⊗Hom(Λ2W,k)δ
0 δ1 (15)
with differentials
δ0(u) = [x, u]xˆ + [y, u]yˆ
δ1(axˆ+ byˆ) = ([x, b] − [y, a]) xˆ ∧ yˆ,
where (xˆ, yˆ) is the dual basis of (x, y) and xˆ ∧ yˆ is the linear morphism Λ2W → k that
sends x ∧ y to one. The cohomology of the complex (15) is H•(S,U).
Proposition 5.3. There are isomorphisms of graded vector spaces H0(S,U) ∼= S and
H2(S,U) ∼= k[D]⊗ k[E]⊗ k(xˆ ∧ yˆ).
Proof. Evidently, H0(S,U), the subset of U of elements that commute with x and y,
contains S: let us prove that they are equal. Given u ∈ H0(S,U), there exist v0, . . . , vm
in the subalgebra of U generated by x, y and D such that u =
∑m
i=0 viE
i. The condition
0 = [u, x] implies that 0 =
∑m
i=0 vi(E
i)′ and therefore that vi = 0 for every i > 0, so that
there exist f1, . . . , fn ∈ S such that u =
∑n
i=0 fiD
i. An inductive argument using that
0 = [u, y] =
n∑
i=0
fi[D
i, y] ≡ nfnD
n−1 mod
n−2⊕
i=0
SDi
allows us to see that fi = 0 if i > 1 and therefore to conclude that u ∈ S.
We compute H2(S,U) directly from the complex (15). Denote by S≥1 the space of
polynomials with no constant term. We claim that S≥1Dkk[E] is contained in the image
of δ1 for every k ≥ 0. Indeed, if f, g ∈ S and ψ ∈ k[E] then
δ1(gϕxˆ + fψyˆ) = (xfψ′ − ygϕ′)xˆ ∧ yˆ,
so that our claim is true if k = 0. Assume now that k > 0 and that for every j < k the
inclusion S≥1Djk[E] ⊂ Im δ1 holds. Given f ∈ S and ψ ∈ k[E], we have that
δ1(fDkψyˆ) = xfDkψ′xˆ ∧ yˆ
and
δ1(fDkψxˆ) = (−f [y,Dk]ψ − fDkyψ′)xˆ ∧ yˆ
= (−f [y,Dk](ψ − ψ′)− fyDkψ′)xˆ ∧ yˆ
≡ −fyDkψ′xˆ ∧ yˆ mod Im δ1,
which proves the claim. We easily see, on the other hand, that the intersection of
k[D]k[E] with Im δ1 is trivial, so that H2(S,U) ∼= k[D]k[E]xˆ ∧ yˆ, as we wanted. 
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The computation of H1(S,U) is significantly more involved than the one just above.
As we are after the Lie–Rinehart cohomology H•S(L,H
1(S,U)), thanks to Proposition 5.2
we need only compute the homogeneous components of H1(S,U) of degree 0 and 1.
Proposition 5.4. The graded vector space H1(S,U) satisfies dimH1(S,U)0 = 5 and
dimH1(S,U)1 = 8. Moreover, H
1(S,U)0 is generated by the classes of the cocycles of
the complex (15)
η1 = (−yE +D)xˆ+ tyEyˆ, η2 = yxˆ, η3 = xyˆ, η4 = yyˆ, η5 = Dyˆ,
and H1(S,U)1 is generated by the classes of the cocycles
ζ1 = (D
2 − 2yDE + y2(E2 − E))xˆ+ (2tyDE + tFE + ty2(E − E2))yˆ,
ζ2 = (−y
2E + yD)xˆ+ ty2Eyˆ, ζ3 = y
2xˆ, ζ4 = x
2yˆ,
ζ5 = xyyˆ, ζ6 = xDyˆ, ζ7 = yDyˆ, ζ8 = D
2yˆ.
Proof. The homogeneous component of degree zero of the complex (15) is
U0 U1xˆ⊕ U1yˆ U2xˆ ∧ yˆ
δ0
0
δ1
0
with U0 = k[E], U1 = S1k[E]⊕Dk[E],
U2 = S2k[E]⊕ S1Dk[E]⊕D
2
k[E] (16)
and differentials given by
δ00(φ) = xφ
′xˆ+ yφ′yˆ,
δ10 ((xϕ1 + yϕ2 +Dϕ3)xˆ) =
(
−xyϕ′1 − y
2ϕ′2 − yDϕ
′
3 − F (ϕ
′
3 − ϕ3)
)
xˆ ∧ yˆ,
δ10 ((xψ1 + yψ2 +Dψ3)yˆ) = (x
2ψ′1 + xyψ
′
2 + xDψ
′
3)xˆ ∧ yˆ,
where φ, ϕ’s and ψ’s denote elements of k[E].
Let a, b ∈ U1 and let ω = axˆ+ byˆ be a 1-cocycle. Up to adding a coboundary we may
suppose that the component of a in xk[E] is zero: we may therefore write
a = yϕ2 +Dϕ3, b = xψ1 + yψ2 +Dψ3, (17)
with Greek letters in k[E]. The coboundary δ10(ω) belongs to U2xˆ∧ yˆ, which decomposes
as in (16). The vanishing of the component in D2k[E] does not give any information,
that of the one in S1Dk[E] tells us that ϕ′3 = ψ
′
3 = 0 and, finally, that of S2k[E] tells
us that
x2ψ′1 + xyψ
′
2 = y
2ϕ′2 − Fϕ
′
3. (18)
Let us put λ := ϕ3. Looking at the component on y2k[E] of equation (18) and keeping
in mind that F = y2 + txy we see that ϕ′2 = λ and, using this, that xψ
′
1 + yψ
′
2 = −λty.
There exist then µ ∈ k and f1 ∈ S1 such that
ϕ2 = −λE + µ, xψ1 + yψ2 = λtyE + f.
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As a cocycle ω = axˆ+ vyˆ satisfying (17) is a coboundary only if it is zero, we conclude
that H1(S,U)0 ∼= kη1 ⊕ kyxˆ⊕ (S1 ⊕ kD)yˆ, with η1 = (−yE +D)xˆ+ tyEyˆ.
We now compute H1(S,U)1. The component of degree 1 of the complex (15) is
U1 U2xˆ⊕ U2yˆ U3xˆ ∧ yˆ
δ1
0
δ1
1
with U3 = S3k[E]⊕ S2Dk[E]⊕ S1D2k[E]⊕D3k[E] and differentials
δ01(xφ1 + yφ2 +Dρ)
= (x2φ′1 + xyφ
′
2 + xDρ
′)xˆ+ (xyφ′1 + y
2φ′2 + yDρ
′ + F (ρ′ − ρ)yˆ,
δ11
((∑
xiyjϕij + xDϕ1 + yDϕ2 +D
2ϕ
)
xˆ
)
= −
∑
xiyj+1ϕ′ij − xyDϕ
′
1 − xF (ϕ
′
1 − ϕ1)− y
2Dϕ′2 − yF (ϕ
′
2 − ϕ2)
− yD2ϕ′ − 2FD(ϕ′2 − ϕ2)− FFy(ϕ
′ − ϕ),
δ11
((∑
xiyjψij + xDψ1 + yDψ2 +D
2ψ
)
yˆ
)
=
∑
xi+1yjψ′ij + x
2Dψ′1 + xyDψ
′
2 + xD
2ψ′.
In all the sums that appear here the indices i and j are such that i+ j = 2 and we have
omitted the factor xˆ ∧ yˆ for δ11 . Again, all Greek letters lie in k[E].
Let us put, once again, ω = axˆ+byˆ, this time with a and b in U2. Up to coboundaries,
we write, with the same conventions as before,
a = y2ϕ02 + yDϕ2 +D
2ϕ, b =
∑
xiyjψij + xDψ1 + yDψ2 +D
2ψ.
Let us examine the condition δ11(ω) = 0 component by component according to our
description of U2 in (16) above.
In D3k[E] there is no condition at all. In S1D2k[E] we have xD2ψ′ − yD2ϕ′ = 0, so
that ψ and ϕ are scalars. In S2Dk[E] the condition reads
x2Dψ′1 + xyDψ
′
2 = y
2Dϕ′2 + 2FD(ϕ
′ − ϕ). (19)
Writing F = y2+txy and looking at the terms that are in y2k[E] we find 0 = ϕ′2−2ϕ, and
then ϕ2 = −2ϕE+λ for some λ ∈ k. What remains of (19) implies that xψ′1+yψ
′
2 = −2tyϕ
and therefore there exists h ∈ S1 such that
xDψ1 + yDψ2 = 2ϕtyDE + hD.
Finally, we look at S3k[E]: we have∑
xi+1yjψ′ij = y
3ϕ′02 + yF (ϕ
′
2 − ϕ2)− FFyϕ.
In particular, using that Fy = 2y + tx and looking at the terms in y3k[E], we find that
0 = ϕ′02 + (ϕ
′
2 − ϕ2) + 2(ϕ
′ − ϕ), or, rearranging, ϕ′02 = −2ϕE + λ. “Integrating”, we
see there exists µ ∈ k such that
ϕ02 = ϕ(E
2 − E)− λE + µ.
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Now, as FFy = 2y3 + 3txy2 + t2x2y, we must have∑
xiyjψ′ij = ty
2(ϕ′2 − ϕ2)− (3ty
2 + t2xy)ϕ,
and, integrating yet another time, we get
∑
xiyjψij = φ(tFE + ty
2(E − E2)) + λty2E,
We conclude in this way that every 1-cocycle of degree 1 is cohomologous to one of
the form
ω = ϕζ1 + λζ2 + f yˆ + hDyˆ + ψD
2yˆ + µy2xˆ (20)
where ζ1 and ζ2 are the cocycles in the statement, ϕ, λ, ψ, µ ∈ k, h ∈ S1 and f ∈ S2.
It is easy to see from the expression we have for δ01 that such a cocycle is a coboundary
if and only if it is a scalar multiple of F yˆ. The upshot of all this is that
H1(S,U)1 ∼= 〈ζ1, ζ2〉 ⊕ ky
2xˆ⊕
(
S2/(F ) ⊕ S1D ⊕ kD
2
)
yˆ,
as we wanted. 
5.3. The action of U on H•(S,U). As we have already computed in Propositions 5.3
and 5.4 the homogeneous components of degrees 0 and 1 of the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy Hq(S,U) for each q, Proposition 5.2 tells us that in order to compute the sec-
ond page E•,q2 = H
•
S(L,H
q(S,U)) it remains only to find the kernel and the cokernel
of ∇qD : H
q(S,U)0 → H
q(S,U)1.
Proposition 5.5. (i) The kernel of ∇0D : H
0(S,U)0 → H
0(S,U)1 is k and its
cokernel is S1, the subspace of S with basis (x, y).
(ii) The kernel of ∇2D : H
2(S,U)0 → H
2(S,U)1 is kD
2xˆ∧ yˆ and its cokernel is zero.
(iii) The map ∇1D : H
1(S,U)0 → H
1(S,U)1 is a monomorphism and its cokernel is
generated by the classes of the cocycles ζ1, ζ6, and ζ8 given in Proposition 5.4.
Proof. Recall that H•(S,U) is computed from the Koszul resolution P• of Lemma 4.4,
whereW is the vector space spanned by x and y. To describe the action of D on H•(S,U)
we need a lifting of DS : S → S to an P•. We obtain one by letting, for each q ∈ {0, 1, 2},
Dq : Pq → Pq be the DeS-operator such that
D0(1|1) = 0,
D1(1|1⊗ y) = (1|y + y|1 + tx|1)⊗ y + t|y ⊗ x, D1(1|1 ⊗ x) = 0,
D2(1|1⊗ x ∧ y) = (1|y + y|1 + tx|1)⊗ x ∧ y,
as a straightforward calculation shows. From the description of D0 we see that the
restriction to S0 → S1 of the map ∇0D : S → S is zero, thus proving assertion (i).
We recall from Proposition 5.3 that the homogeneous components of degree 0 and 1
of H2(S,U) are D2k[E]xˆ ∧ yˆ and D3k[E]xˆ ∧ yˆ, respectively. Let us compute the kernel
and the cokernel of ∇2D : H
2(S,U)0 → H
2(S,U)1. We have
D♯2(D
2ϕxˆ ∧ yˆ) =
(
[D,D2ϕ]−D2ϕxˆ ∧ yˆ (D2(1|1 ⊗ x ∧ y))
)
xˆ ∧ yˆ
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and, as in the second term there never appears a higher power of D than D2,
D♯2(D
2ϕxˆ ∧ yˆ) ≡ D3ϕ′xˆ ∧ yˆ mod Im δ11 .
The claim in the second item follows from this.
For (iii) we give explicit formulas for the evaluation of ∇1D : H
1(S,U)0 → H
1(S,U)1
and, at the same time, compute its cokernel. Suppose that ω is a representative of a
class in H1(S,U) chosen as in (20). As D♯1(Dyˆ) = (−FyD − F )yˆ, we see that up to
adding to ω an element in the image of ∇1D we may suppose that h = h0x, for some
h0 ∈ k.
Let α, β and γ in k and define φ = αyxˆ+ (βx+ γy)yˆ. Since φ(D1(1|1 ⊗ y)) is equal
to γxFx − αyFx − βxFy, we have
D♯1(φ) = ([D,αy] − φ(D1(1|x|1))) xˆ+ ([D,βx+ γy]− φ(D1(1|y|1))) yˆ
= αFxˆ+ (γyFy + αyFx + βxFy)yˆ.
In view of this, it is easy to see that we may choose α, β and γ in such a way
that ω + D♯1(φ), which is a cocycle of the form (20), has µ = 0 and f = 0 since
{yFx, xFy, F} spans S2.
Let us see that the 1-cocycle ζ2 belongs to the image of ∇1D. Using the 1-cocycle
η1 = (−yE +D)xˆ+ tyEyˆ we get
D♯1(η1)(1|1 ⊗ x) = [D,−yE +D] = −FE + yD,
and
D♯1(η1)(1|1 ⊗ y) = [D, tyE]− η1(D1(1|1⊗ y))
= tFE − tyD − t(−yE +D)y − (tx+ y)tyE − tyEy
= −2tyD + ty2 + t(y2 + txy),
which belongs to S2 + kyD. We already know that the elements of (S2 + kyD) yˆ are
coboundaries: it follows that D♯1(η1) ≡ (−FE + yD)xˆ modulo coboundaries. Now, the
difference between D♯1(η1) and ζ2 is cohomologous to txyExˆ + ty
2Eyˆ, which is in turn
equal to δ01(−tyE). As a consequence of this, we have that ∇
1
D(η1) is equal to ζ2 in
cohomology.
We conclude from the preceding calculation that coker
(
∇1D : H
1(S,U)0 → H
1(S,U)1
)
is generated by the classes of ζ1, xDyˆ, and D2yˆ. Since these classes are linearly indepen-
dent, the dimension of this cokernel is 3. Finally, we can use the dimension theorem to
see that ∇1D : H
1(S,U)0 → H
1(S,U)1 is a monomorphism. 
5.4. The second page. We have already made all the computations required for the
second page of the spectral sequence.
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Proposition 5.6. The second page of the spectral sequence E• of Corollary 3.3 converg-
ing to the Hochschild cohomology HH•(U) has dimensions
dimEp,q2 =
q
1 1 0
0 3 3
1 3 2
p
(21)
Proof. Let q ≥ 0 and recall that the qth row E•,q2 is equal to the Lie-Rinehart cohomology
H•S(L,H
q(S,U)). Thanks to Proposition 4.5, Hq(S,U) is an eulerian U -module and we
may use Proposition 5.2, which asserts that to obtain H•S(L,H
q(S,U)) we need only
the nullity and rank of ∇qD : H
q(S,U)0 → H
q(S,U)1. This information is provided by
Proposition 5.5. 
Corollary 5.7. The dimension of HH3(U) is 3 or 4.
Proof. The differential in the second page (21) could be non-zero, since neither the
domain nor the codomain of the map d0,22 : E
0,2
2 → E
2,1
2 are. As dimE
0,2
2 = 1, the
differential d0,22 is either zero or a monomorphism. If it is zero, the sequence degenerates
and using Corollary 3.3 we obtain that dimHH3(U) = 4; if not, we have dimHH3(U) = 3.

It follows from Corollary 5.7 that to see whether the sequence degenerates or not it is
enough to compute the dimension of HH3(U): this provided in the next proposition.
Proposition 5.8. The dimension of HH3(U) is at least 4.
Proof. The Hochschild cohomology of the algebra of differential operators U on an ar-
rangement of more than five lines is computed in [9] from a complex that we may still
use. This complex is given by U ⊗ Λ•V ∗U , where VU is the subspace of U spanned by
x, y, D and E, or more graphically
U U ⊗ V ∗U U ⊗ Λ
2V ∗U U ⊗ Λ
3V ∗U U ⊗ Λ
4V ∗U ,
d0 d1 d2 d2
with differentials such that
d2(u⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ) = ([D,u] −∇uy(F ))⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ + ([E, u] − 2u)⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d2(u⊗ xˆ ∧ Eˆ) = −[y, u]⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ − [D,u] ⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ + tuy ⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d2(u⊗ yˆ ∧ Eˆ) = [x, u]⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ + ((tx+ 2y)u− [y, u]− [D,u]) ⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d2(u⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ) = −[y, u] ⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ + ([E, u] − 2u)⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d2(u⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ) = [x, u] ⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ + ([E, u] − 2u)⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
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d2(u⊗ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ) = [x, u]⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ + [y, u]⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d3(u⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ) = (−[E, u] + 3u)⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ
d3(u⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ) = ([D,u] − (tx+ 2y)u+ [y, u])⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d3(u⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ) = −[y, u]⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ;
d3(u⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ) = [x, u]⊗ xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ.
As VU is a homogeneous subspace of U , the grading of U induces on the exterior
algebra Λ•VU an internal grading. There is as well a natural internal grading on the
complex U ⊗Λ•V ∗U coming from the grading of U , with respect to which the differentials
are homogeneous. Moreover, the inclusion X• = (U ⊗ Λ•V ∗U )0 →֒ U ⊗ Λ
•V ∗U of the
component of degree zero of the complex U ⊗Λ•V ∗U is a quasi-isomorphism: we will use
the complex X• again to compute HH3(U).
We borrow from our previous calculations the following four cochains in X3:
ω1 = D
2xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ +
(
2D2E − 2yDE2 + F (E3 − 2E2 + E)/2
)
⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ
+
(
−tD2E + 2tyDE2 + tfE2
)
⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ,
ω2 =
(
D2 − 2yDE + y2(E2 − E)
)
⊗ xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ
+
(
2tyDE + tFE + ty2(E − E2)
)
⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ,
ω3 = D
2 ⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ,
ω4 = xD ⊗ yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ.
It is straightforward to see that these cochains are in fact cocycles. We will now show
that the classes of these cocycles are linearly independent, so that dimHH3(U) ≥ 4. We
take a linear combination ω =
∑4
i=1 λiωi with λ1, . . . , λ4 ∈ k and suppose that there
exists a cochain ξ in X2 such that d2(ξ) = ω. Since the component of ω in xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Dˆ is
zero, we may write
ξ = u⊗ xˆ ∧ Eˆ + v ⊗ yˆ ∧ Eˆ + w ⊗ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ,
with u, v and w in U1, and there exist then αi, βi, γi ∈ k[E] with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 such that
u = xα1 + yα2 +Dα3, v = xβ1 + yβ2 +Dβ3, w = xγ1 + yγ2 +Dγ3.
We now examine each component of the equality d2(ξ) = ω. In xˆ∧ yˆ∧Dˆ there is nothing
to see. In xˆ ∧ yˆ ∧ Eˆ we have −[y, u] + [x, v] = λ1D2, or
−xyα′1 − y
2α′2 − yDα
′
3 − F (α
′
3 − α3) + x
2β′1 + xyβ
′
2 + xDβ
′
3 = λ1D
2.
This is an equality in U2, which we may decompose as
⊕
i+j+k=2 x
iyjDkk[E]. Looking
at D2k[E] we get λ1 = 0, from yDk[E], x2k[E] and xDk[E] we obtain α′3 = β
′
1 = β
′
3 = 0
and xyk[E] and y2k[E] tell us that α3 = α′2 and β
′
2 = α
′
1 − tα3.
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In xˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ, equation d2(ξ) = ω reads
−xDα′1−Fα2 − yDα
′
2+ x
2γ′1+ xyγ
′
2 + xDγ
′
3 = λ2(D
2 − 2yDE + y2(E2 −E)).
The component in D2k[E] of this equality is 0 = λ2. From xDk[E] and yDk[E] we
obtain γ′3 = α
′
1 and α
′
2 = 0 and from x
2
k[E], xyk[E] and y2k[E] we get γ′1 = 0, γ
′
2 = tα2
and α2 = 0. In particular, that α2 = 0 implies that α3 = 0 and that
β′2 = α
′
1 = γ
′
3 (22)
We finally look at the component in yˆ ∧ Dˆ ∧ Eˆ of d2(ξ) = ω, which is
tuy + (tx+ 2y)v − [y, v] − [D, v] + [y,w] = λ3D
2 + λ4xD.
This is an equality in U2 =
⊕
i+j+k=2 x
iyjDkk[E]. In D2k[E] we have 0 = λ3, and in
yDk[E]
2β3yD − yDβ
′
2 + yDγ
′
3 = 0,
which in the light of (22) implies β3 = 0. With this at hand we see that in xDk[E] it
only remains 0 = λ4.
We have seen at this point that the only coboundary among the cocycles of the
form ω =
∑4
i=1 λiωi is ω = 0. This shows that the classes of ω1, . . . , ω4 are linearly
independent, thus finishing the proof. 
Corollary 5.9. Let A be a central arrangement of three lines. The Hilbert series
of HH•(DiffA) is
hHH•(DiffA)(t) = 1 + 3t+ 6t
2 + 4t3.
Proof. Proposition 5.8 implies at once that the spectral sequence degenerates at E2.
The dimensions in the statement are a consequence of the convergence of the sequence
in Corollary 3.3 and the information in Proposition 5.6. 
As a consequence of the information we have gathered so far we can easily describe
the Lie algebra structure on HH1(DiffA). Let us, again, call U = DiffA and recall that
HH1(U) is isomorphic to the space OutDerU of outer derivations of U , that is, the
quotient of the derivations of U modulo inner derivations, and that the commutator of
derivations induces a Lie algebra structure on OutDerU . We know from [9, Proposi-
tion 4.2] that if f ∈ S1 divides xF then there is a derivation ∂f : U → U such that
∂f (x) = ∂f (y) = 0, ∂f (D) = Ff ∂yf and ∂f (E) = 1. Let then f1 = x, f2 = y and
f3 = tx+ y and put ∂i := ∂fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Corollary 5.10. Let A be a central arrangement of three lines. The Lie algebra of outer
derivations of DiffA together with the commutator is an abelian Lie algebra of dimension
three generated by the classes of the derivations ∂1, ∂2 and ∂3.
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Proof. We claim that the classes of ∂1, ∂2 and ∂3 are linearly independent in OutDer(U).
Indeed, let u ∈ U and λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ k be such that∑
λi∂i(v) = [u, v] for every v ∈ U . (23)
Evaluating (23) on each s ∈ S the left side vanishes and therefore Proposition 5.3 tells
us that u ∈ S. Write u =
∑
j≥0 uj with uj ∈ Sj. Evaluating now (23) on E we obtain∑
i λi = −
∑
j juj . In each homogeneous component Sj with j 6= 0 we have juj = 0 and
therefore u ∈ S0 = k and
∑
i λi = 0. This equation and the one we get evaluating (23)
on D, that is, λ2(tx+ y) + λ3y = 0 ∈ S1, finally tell us that λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.
The classes of ∂1, ∂2 and ∂3 span OutDerU because, thanks to Corollary 5.9, its
dimension is three. The composition ∂i ◦ ∂j : U → U is evidently equal to zero for
any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, as a straightforward calculation shows, and therefore the Lie algebra
structure in OutDerU vanishes. 
It is possible also to use the spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3 to obtain HH•(DiffA)
for arrangements with any l ≥ 3, but we will not perform this calculation here. The
result is
hHH•(DiffA)(t) =
{
1 + lt+ 2lt2 + (l + 1)t3, if l = 3, 4;
1 + lt+ (2l − 1)t2 + lt3, if l ≥ 5.
This shows that the case in which l is 3 or 4 is genuinely different to that in which l ≥ 5.
If l ≤ 2, the algebra DiffA is not very interesting, since it is isomorphic to algebras with
well-known Hochschild cohomology —see [9, §3.8].
6. Other applications
6.1. The Hochschild cohomology of a family of subalgebras of the Weyl al-
gebra. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, fix a nonzero h ∈ k[x] and consider the
algebra Ah with presentation
k〈x, y〉
(yx− xy − h)
.
Setting h = 1 the algebra Ah is the Weyl algebra A1 that already appeared in Ex-
ample 1.4, when h = x it is the universal enveloping algebra of the two-dimensional
non-abelian Lie algebra and if h = x2, it is the Jordan plane studied in [1].
We let S = k[x] and consider the Lie algebra L freely generated by y = h d
dx
as an
S-submodule of DerS. It is straightforward to see that (S,L) is a Lie–Rinehart algebra
whose enveloping algebra U is isomorphic to Ah. We will use the spectral sequence of
Corollary 3.3 to compute the Hochschild cohomology HH•(Ah) of Ah: we will describe
explicitly the second page and find that the spectral sequence degenerates at that page.
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6.1.1. The Hochschild cohomology H•(S,U). The augmented Koszul complex
P• : 0 S
e Se S
δ1 ε
with δ1(s ⊗ t) = sx ⊗ t − s ⊗ xt and augmentation ε(s ⊗ t) = st is an Se-projective
resolution of S and therefore the Hochschild cohomology H•(S,U) is, after identify-
ing HomSe(Se, U) with U , the cohomology of the complex U
δ
−→ U with differential
δ(u) = [x, u].
Proposition 6.1. There are isomorphisms of vector spaces
H0(S,U) ∼= S, H1(S,U) ∼= U/hU, Hq(S,U) = 0 if q ≥ 2.
Proof. The isomorphisms in the statement come, of course, of the computation of the
cohomology of U δ−→ U . Let us first deal with ker δ. Writing u =
∑r
i=0 fiy
i with
f1, . . . , fr ∈ S and r the greatest index such that fr 6= 0, we have that
δ(u) = rfrhy
r−1 + vu (24)
for some vu ∈
⊕r−2
i=0 Sy
i. If δ(u) = 0 then its principal symbol rfrhyr−1 must be equal
to zero and then, because the field has characteristic zero, either r = 0 or fr = 0. This
second possibility contradicts our assumptions, and therefore r = 0 and u ∈ S. That,
reversely, S is contained in the kernel of δ is evident.
The second claim of the statement follows from the fact that the image of δ is the
right ideal generated by h, that is, hU . For this, we can see that hSyi belongs to the
image of δ for every i ≥ 0 with a straightforward inductive argument using (24). 
6.1.2. The action of U on H•(S,U). As S acts just by left multiplication, to determine
the action of U it is enough to explicit that of y: for this have at hand Remark 2.5.
Proposition 6.2. Under the isomorphisms H0(S,U) ∼= U and H1(S,U) ∼= U/hU of
Proposition 6.1, the action of L on H•(S,U) is determined by
∇0y(s) = hs
′ for s ∈ S;
∇1y(u¯) = −h
′u for u ∈ U ,
where the overline denotes class modulo hU .
Proof. We use Example 2.7 to see that y acts on H0(S,U) = S as in the statement. To
describe its action on H1(S,U) we need a lifting y• = (y0, y1) of yS : S → S to P•. Let
us define
y0(s⊗ t) = hs
′ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ht, y1(s ⊗ t) = hs
′ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ht′ + s∆(h)t,
where ∆ : S → Se is the unique derivation of S such that ∆(x) = 1⊗ 1, that is, it is the
only linear map such that δ(xj) =
∑
s+t=j+1 x
s⊗xt if j ≥ 0. We readily see that y0 and
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y1 are yeS-operators and that the diagram
Se Se S
Se Se S
δ1 ε
δ1
y1
ε
y0 y
commutes, and thus the pair (y0, y1) is in fact one of the yeS-liftings we were looking for.
We now compute y♯1 : HomSe(S
e, U) → HomSe(S
e, U) following (8), and for that we
let φ ∈ HomSe(Se, U). Bearing in mind the isomorphism HomSe(Se, U) ∼= U induced by
the evaluation in 1⊗ 1, we need only compute
y♯1(φ)(1 ⊗ 1) = [y, φ(1 ⊗ 1)]− φ(∆(h)).
Assuming without losing generality that φ(1 ⊗ 1) = fyi and h = xj for f ∈ S and
i, j ≥ 0, we obtain
y♯1(φ)(1 ⊗ 1) = [y, fy
i]−
∑
s+t=j+1
xsfyixt = hf ′yi −
∑
s+t=j+1
xsf(xtyi + [yi, xt])
≡ −jxj−1f mod hU,
since [yi, xt] ∈ hU for all i, t ≥ 0. Taking class in cohomology and identifying φ with
φ(1⊗ 1), we get
∇1y(fy
i) = −h′fyi,
and the stated result follows from this. 
6.1.3. The Lie-Rinehart cohomology. Let us now compute H•S(L,H
i(S,U)) for each
i ∈ Z. Using the complex in Proposition 1.6 to compute Lie–Rinehart cohomology
of S, we see that this is the cohomology of the complex
H i(S,U) H i(S,U).
∇iy
Proposition 6.3. Let d = gcd(h, h′) and let I be the ideal of S/(h) generated by the
class of h/d. There are isomorphisms of vector spaces
H0S(L,H
0(S,U)) ∼= k, H1S(L,H
0(S,U)) ∼= S/(h),
H0S(L,H
1(S,U)) ∼= I[y], H1S(L,H
1(S,U)) ∼= S/(d)[y].
and HpS(L,H
q(S,U)) = 0 if p, q ≥ 2.
Proof. We make use of the explicit description of ∇iy in Proposition 6.2. For i = 0, this
amounts to the cohomology of S
y
−→ S, and we readily see that the kernel of this map is
k and its image, hS.
Consider now the case in which i = 1 and recall that H1(S,U) is isomorphic to U/hU .
As U/hU is the quotient of the free noncommutative algebra in x and y by the relations
xy − yx = h and h = 0, we may identify H1(S,U) with S(h) [y].
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For each f ∈ S we write f˜ its class in S/(h). This way, given v ∈ S(h) [y], there are
f0, . . . , fr ∈ k[x] such that v =
∑r
i=0 f˜iy
i and, as our findings on ∇1y of Proposition 6.2
allow us to see,
∇1y(v) = −
r∑
i=0
h˜′fiy
i.
It is immediate that the cokernel of ∇1y is
S
(h,h′) [y]. To compute its kernel, let us
suppose that ∇1y(u) = 0. For each i ∈ {0, . . . , r} we have that h divides h
′fi and
therefore, if d denotes the greatest common divisor of h and h′, we have that h/d divides
fi. Denoting by I the ideal of S(h) generated by the class of h/d, we conclude that
H0S(L,H
1(S,U)) is isomorphic to the space of polynomials I[y] with coefficients in I. 
The conclusion of this calculation is the following description of the Hochschild coho-
mology of U —this time we write Ah instead of U .
Proposition 6.4. There are isomorphisms of vector spaces
HH i(Ah) ∼=

k if i = 0;
S/(h)⊕ I[y] if i = 1;
S
(d)
[y] if i = 2;
0 otherwise,
where d stands for the greatest common divisor of h and its derivative h′ and I is the
ideal of S(h) generated by the class of h/d.
Proof. The spectral sequence E• of Corollary 3.3 converges to HH•(Ah) and its second
page, given by Ep,q2 = H
p
S(L,H
q(S,U)), is completely computed in Proposition 6.3. The
sequence degenerates because Ep,q2 = 0 if p, q ≥ 2. 
The first cohomology space had already been obtained, in other words, in [3, Theo-
rem 5.7.(iii)] and the second one in [11, Corollary 3.11]. However, the spectral sequence
argument provides conceptual simplifications and, as a consequence of that, this compu-
tation is significantly shorter.
6.2. The Van den Bergh duality property for U . An appropriate specialization of
Corollary 3.3 allows us to recover one of the main results of [10], which we recall after
the following preliminary definition. Let n ≥ 0. An algebra A has Van den Bergh duality
of dimension n if A has a resolution of finite length by finitely generated projective A-
bimodules and there exists an invertible A-bimoduleD such that there is an isomorphism
of A-bimodules
ExtiAe(A,A⊗A) =
{
0 if i 6= n;
D if i = n.
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The Van den Bergh duality property for an algebra A is important because, as can
be seen in [21], it relates the Hochschild cohomology of A with its homology in a way
analogue to Poincaré duality: indeed, for each A-bimodule M it produces a canonical
isomorphism H i(A,M)→ Hn−i(A,D ⊗A M).
Let us consider the left U -module structure on ΛdSL
∨⊗SD discussed in the first section
of [10]. If F is the functor from left U -modules to U e-modules in (13) then evidently
F (ΛdSL
∨ ⊗S D) becomes an U e-module.
Theorem 6.5. Let (S,L) be a Lie–Rinehart algebra such that S has Van den Bergh
duality in dimension n and L is finitely generated and projective with constant rank d
as an S-module and let L∨ = HomS(L,S). The enveloping algebra U of the algebra has
Van den Bergh duality in dimension n+ d and there is an isomorphism of U e-modules
Extn+dUe (U,U
e) ∼= F (ΛdSL
∨ ⊗S D).
Lemma 6.6. Let A be an algebra and T and P two A-modules such that T admits a
projective resolution by finitely generated A-modules and P is flat. There is an isomor-
phism
Ext•A(T, P )
∼= Ext•A(T,A)⊗A P.
Proof of Lemma 6.6. Let Q• be such a resolution of T . For each i ≥ 0, the evident
map from HomA(Qi, A) ⊗A P to HomA(Qi, P ) is an isomorphism because Qi is finitely
generated and projective. As P is flat, the cohomology of the complex HomA(Q•, A)⊗AP
is isomorphic to Ext•A(T,A)⊗A P . 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. The homological smoothness of U follows from Lemma 5.1.2 of
[10], whose proof does not depend on this theorem.
Let us write D for the dualizing bimodule ExtnSe(S, S
e). We take, specializing Corol-
lary 3.3, M = U e to obtain a spectral sequence E• such that
Ep,q2 = H
p
S(L,H
q(S,U e)) =⇒ Hp+q(U,U e).
Let us first deal with Hq(S,U e). As we observed in the proof of Proposition 2.1, the U e-
module U e is Se-projective and, since S has Van den Bergh duality, it admits a resolution
by finitely generated projective Se-modules. We may therefore use Lemma 6.6 to see
that
Hq(S,U e) ∼= Hq(S, Se)⊗Se U
e,
which is zero if q 6= n and isomorphic to D⊗Se U e if q = n. As a consequence of this, our
spectral sequence E• degenerates at its second page and thus Hp+n(U,U e) is isomorphic
to HpS(L,D ⊗Se U
e) for each p ∈ Z.
The Chevalley–Eilenberg complex from Proposition 1.6 is an U -projective resolution
of S by finitely generated modules. On the other hand, the dualizing module D is S-
projective because it is invertible —see Chapter 6 in the book [4] by F. Anderson and
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K. Fuller. We conclude that the U -module D ⊗Se U e is projective, and we can apply
Lemma 6.6 we obtain an isomorphism
H•S(L,D ⊗Se U
e) ∼= H•S(L,U)⊗U (D ⊗Se U
e).
Now, the hypotheses on L are such that Theorem 2.10 in [7] tells us that HpS(L,U) is
zero if p 6= d and is isomorphic to ΛdSL
∨ if p = d, so that
H i(U,U e) ∼=
{
ΛdSL
∨ ⊗U (D ⊗Se U
e), if i = n+ d;
0 otherwise.
The dualizing bimodule of U is therefore isomorphic to ΛdSL
∨ ⊗U (D ⊗Se U
e), or, as an
immediate application of Lemma 3.5.2 in [10] shows, to F (ΛdSL
∨ ⊗S D). 
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